
EXPERIENCE & ENJOY LOCAL RECEPTION, FOOD
AND TRADITIONAL DANCING ENTERTAINMENT
Experience firsthand the Abemama traditional reception - Garlanding, the
unique traditional dance of Abemama entertained by Baretoa community and
an enjoyment of a scrumptuous local feast filled with an array of fresh seafood
and food of the island.

LEARN ABOUT ABEMAMA - HISTORY LESSON
An oratory history lesson of Abemama is the perfect introduction to the island as
these include stories of King Binoka, Robert Louis Stevenson and more. These
stories are delivered by well-respected local historians of Abemama, and they
provide insights into Abemana’s history and culture.

 

EXPLORE COMMUNITY ECO-TOUR PROGRAMS
Here's opportunity to explore that authentic experience on Abemama with
our community based ecotour programs with Reina Community and Ainen
Wiikin Abemama. From learn and observe of the traditional survival skills -
local cultivation methods of the swamp taro; Planting the tree of life and
learn of the paramount uses of the coconut tree and its by-products utilized
in Kiribati as part of their livelihood; Learn about the importance of the
pandanus tree and how it is utilized in I-Kiribati livelihood - learn mat
weaving, handicraft making, Pandanus fruit preservation and more.  You can
also experience the fish to plate tour with Mantis shrimp hunting or canoe
fishing and more to enjoy your time and experience on Abemama.

ABEMAMA ADVENTUREABEMAMA ADVENTUREABEMAMA ADVENTURE

EXPLORE INTERESTING SITES OF ABEMAMA 
This sightseeing tour will introduce you to the cultural and historical sites on the
island including visits of other interesting places.  This tour will really complement
the Abemama oratory history lesson foretold by Abemama's well-respected local
historians providing the insights into Abemana’s history and culture.  Tour highlights
include visits to King Binoka's tomb, King Binoka and Robert Louis Stevenson's place,
Chiefly family grave yard, Nei Teaa's Well, Tuagnaona Site and other interesting
sites.

 



St. Antonio Parish Hotel
St. Antonio Parish Hotel also known as St. Anthony is situated on a historical
area where King Binoka and Robert Louis Stevenson use to reside.  You will
also site King Binoka's tomb and his bathing pond in this area. The hotel offers
traditional overwater buias with a beautiful view of the lagoon. Traditional
activities can also be arranged for you to enjoy your stay on Abemama.

EXPLORE ABATIKU ISLET AND BIKE ISLET
Explore Abatiku Islet and enjoy the serenity of its marine protected area,
interact with its community, and indulge in local activities like sandworm
hunting and more.  The tour on Abatiku will be delivered by Nei Komwake
Tours.
 
The beautiful sandy beach of Biike Islet also awaits you. Visit the
Kaobunang shrine and the remains of leper’s camp, swim in crystal clear
water and enjoy snorkeling, fishing, surfing whilst enjoying a tropical picnic
on the islet. 

 

YOUR PLACE TO STAY ON ABEMAMA
Abemama Eco Green Hotel
Abemama Eco Green Hotel is situated on a beautiful location at Kariatebike;
the hotel offers a beautiful view of the lagoon, sunset, beach and swimming
right at your door step. The traditional huts are powered with wind & solar
energy and conveniently located to the Island Council. Activities such as
Island tour, custom boat trips, entertainment and transport rental can be
arranged for you to experience Abemama.

More Information & Bookings , contact

 Ph: 73063028
(Councilor Avia)

 Ph: 730534512 
tererenanti@gmail.com

 Ph: 73009730
73038349

 Ph: 73023266 
 (Councilor)

 Ph: 730534512 
 thegeorgehotelkiribat

i@gmail.com

Ph: 73057311 
73027480

jessicariki108@gmail.com

 Ph: 73047534
73022248 (Anna)


